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Chirality: the definition

Lord Kelvin (1893):
“I call any geometrical figure, or groups of 
points, chiral, and say it has chirality, if its 
image in a plane mirror, ideally realized, 
cannot be brought to coincide with itself.”

Greek word: χειρ (cheir) - hand



Chirality: DNA



Chirality: DNA

De Witt Sumners, Notices of the AMS, 1995



www.rowland.harvard.edu/rjf/fischer

Living organisms contain almost only 
left-handed (LH) amino-acids and right-handed (RH) sugars –
you would starve on LH sugar! (artificial sweeteners)

2500 chiral drugs! (most of the new)



W. White, “Breaking Bad”, Season 1, episode 2

Thalidomide

Left-handed molecule is a drug;
right-handed is a poison:
birth defects, 50% death rate.

Synthetic: equal mixture

1962: FDA 
pharmacologist 
Frances Oldham 
Kelsey receives the 
President's Award for 
Distinguished Federal 
Civilian Service from 
President John F. 
Kennedy for blocking 
sale of thalidomide in 
the United States.



Left-right asymmetry in space?

NASA Johnson Space Center

D.Glavin et al, Meteoritics, 2011 

Carbon-rich meteorites possess
an excess of left-handed form
of the amino-acid isovaline



Chirality in subatomic world as 
the origin of left-right asymmetry of life?

Weak interactions violate parity (T.D. Lee and C.N. Yang) 
(symmetry between left and right)

Weak interactions thus induce
tiny differences between 
the binding energies of 
left- and right-handed molecules

A.Salam: this could be 
at the origin of left-right
asymmetry of life

highly controversial



W.Bonner et al (1978), L.Hodge et al (1979),…

Another mechanism: polarized electrons and 
circularly polarized light from weak decays



The effect observed in experiment:



“We came whirling
out of nothingness
scattering stars
like dust”

Rumi (1207-1273) 

Chirality in the Universe:
What is the origin of magnetic helicity?
Is the cosmic microwave background polarized?



Chirality and light, 2000 BC
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The scarab beetle – the symbol of 
reincarnation in ancient Egypt



Chirality and light
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Chirality and light
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Photographs of a scarab beetle (Potosia aeruginosa
jousselini) taken through a left- and a right-handed 
circular polarizer, showing that the cuticle reflects 
left-handed circularly polarized light



Polarized life

Louis 
Pasteur

1822-1895Rotation of light polarization in
tartaric acid - absent in synthesized one,
but present in the one derived from
wine lees          different mixtures of

left and right crystals 



Truth at the bottom of the glass:

wine lees Sediment or deposit that forms in the bottom of 
wine casks during the fermentation process; used as a source 
of tartaric acid and tartrates. 
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Circularly polarized
photoluminiscence:
coupling of light to currents

Right Left

T.Cao et al, Nature Comm 3 (2012) 887 

Breaking the left-right symmetry



Light and electromagnetism

James C. Maxwell, 1831-1879

Michael Faraday, 1791-1867

Maxwell theory
is left-right 
symmetric



Gauge fields and topology

Gauge theories “live” in a fiber bundle space that 
possesses non-trivial topology (knots, links, twists,...) 

Möbius strip, the simplest nontrivial example of a fiber bundle

NB: Maxwell
electrodynamics
as a curvature
of a line bundle



Chern-Simons forms

What does it mean for a gauge theory? 



Chern-Simons theory

What does it mean for electromagnetism? 

Riemannian connection

Curvature tensor Field strength tensor

Gauge field
PhysicsGeometry

“magnetic helicity”



Lord Kelvin 
(William Thomson)

1824-1907

Atoms as knots in the ether

Knot theory
P. Tait, 1831-1901



Chirality and color:
the “instantons”
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Protons and 
neutrons 
are made of quarks 
that possess “color” 
and interact by 
“colored” gluon 
exchanges –

Knots in gluonic 
ether?



Chirality and color:
the “instantons”

24
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“Topological foam” in QCD vacuum, (3+1) Dimensions
ITEP Lattice Group



Chirality	in	electrodynamics,	(3+1)D:
Maxwell-Chern-Simons	theory

Chiral current

Photons

DK, Ann.Phys. 325 (2010) 205



Chirality and matter
Chirality depends on the reference frame;
but, nothing can move faster than light!

So for massless particles (moving with the speed
of light) chirality is conserved:

Neutrino? Quasiparticles in Dirac and Weyl semimetals
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Chiral particles

non-relativistic,
massive

massless,
relativistic

nuclear physics, electrons
in solids, ...

photons, neutrinos,
light quarks,
quasi-particles in chiral materials 
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Chiral particles
and Dirac sea

E = ±
p

m2c4 + p2c2



Chiral anomaly
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A

In classical background 
fields (E and B), chiral
anomaly induces a 
collective motion
in the Dirac sea

Adler; Bell, Jackiw; Nielsen, Ninomiya; …



Chirality in 3D:
the Chiral Magnetic Effect

chirality + magnetic field = current
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spin
momentum

DK ‘04; 
DK, Zhitnitsky ‘07
DK,McLerran,
Warringa ’07;
Fukushima,
DK, Warringa ‘08Review: DK, arxiv:1312.3348 (Prog.Part.Nucl.Phys’14)



Chiral Magnetic Effect
DK’04; K.Fukushima, DK, H.Warringa, PRD’08; 
Review and list of refs: DK, arXiv:1312.3348

Chiral chemical potential is formally 
equivalent to a background chiral gauge field:
In this background, and in the presence   of B, 
vector e.m. current is generated:

Compute the current through

The result: Coefficient is fixed by 
the axial anomaly, no 
corrections
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Chiral magnetic conductivity:
discrete symmetries
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P-even
T-odd

P-odd

P-odd

P-odd
T-odd

P-odd effect!

T-even
Non-dissipative current!
(topologically protected)

cf Ohmic
conductivity:

T-odd,
dissipative

Effect persists in
hydrodynamics!

P – parity 
T – time reversal



“Numerical evidence for chiral magnetic effect 
in lattice gauge theory”,
P. Buividovich, M. Chernodub, E. Luschevskaya, M. Polikarpov, ArXiv 0907.0494; PRD

SU(2) quenched, Q = 3; Electric charge density (H) - Electric charge density (H=0)

Red - positive charge
Blue - negative charge

M.I.Polikarpov



“Chiral magnetic effect in 2+1 flavor QCD+QED”,
M. Abramczyk, T. Blum, G. Petropoulos, R. Zhou, ArXiv 0911.1348;

2+1 flavor Domain Wall Fermions, fixed topological sectors, 16^3 x 8 lattice

Red - positive charge
Blue - negative charge
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Arxiv:1401.4141
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arXiv:1105.0385, PRL 



Systematics of anomalous conductivities
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Vector
current

Axial
current

Magnetic field Vorticity



Hydrodynamics and symmetries

• Hydrodynamics: an effective low-energy TOE. States 
that the response of the fluid to slowly varying 
perturbations is completely determined by 
conservation laws (energy, momentum, charge, ...)

• Conservation laws are a consequence of symmetries 
of the underlying theory 

• What happens to hydrodynamics when these 
symmetries are broken by quantum effects (anomalies 
of QCD and QED)?

39
Son, Surowka; Landsteiner, Megias, Pena-Benitez; Sadofyev, Isachenkov; Kalaydzhyan, Kirsch; DK, 
Yee; Zakharov; Jensen, Loganayagam, Yarom; Neiman, Oz;  ….



No entropy production from 
P-odd anomalous terms
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DK and H.-U. Yee, 1105.6360; PRD

Mirror reflection:
entropy decreases ?

Decrease is ruled 
out by 2nd law of 
thermodynamics

Entropy grows

Allows to compute analytically 13 out of 18 
anomalous transport coefficients in 2nd order 
relativistic hydrodynamics



DK, H.-U. Yee, 
arXiv:1012.6026 [hep-th];
PRD

The CME in relativistic hydrodynamics: 
The Chiral Magnetic Wave
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Propagating chiral wave: (if chiral symmetry
is restored)

Gapless collective mode is the carrier of CME current in MHD:

CME                         Chiral separation

Electric

Chiral



The Chiral Magnetic Wave:
oscillations of electric and chiral charges

coupled by the chiral anomaly

42DK, H.-U. Yee,  Phys Rev D’11

In strong magnetic field, CMW 
propagates with the speed of light!

Chiral

Electric



CMHD

Y.Hirono, T.Hirano, DK, (Stony Brook – Tokyo), arxiv:1412.0311 
(3+1) ideal CMHD (Chiral MagnetoHydroDynamics)

BEST Theory Collaboration (DOE)

Electric charge Chiral charge



Chirality in hot quark-gluon matter:   
experimental test in heavy ion collisions

LHC

NICA, 
JINR



Is there a way to observe CME 
in nuclear collisions at RHIC?

Relativistic ions create
a strong magnetic field:

H

DK, McLerran, Warringa ‘07
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Heavy ion collisions as a source of the strongest 
magnetic fields available in the Laboratory

DK, McLerran, Warringa, 
Nucl Phys A803(2008)227
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Heavy ion collisions: the strongest magnetic 
field ever achieved in the laboratory
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-

excess of positive
charge

excess of negative
charge

Electric dipole moment due to chiral imbalance

DK, hep-ph/0406125; Phys.Lett.B633(2006)260

Charge asymmetry w.r.t. reaction plane 
as a signature of chirality imbalance

Θ   Θ(x,t)



NB: P-even quantity (strength of P-odd fluctuations) 
– subject to large background contributions

S.Voloshin ‘04



In Brookhaven Collider, Scientists Briefly Break a Law of 
Nature
By DENNIS OVERBYE
Published: February 15, 2010

Physicists said Monday that they had whacked a tiny region of space with enough energy to briefly distort the laws of physics, 
providing the first laboratory demonstration of the kind of process that scientists suspect has shaped cosmic history.

Quark Soup
Physicists create conditions not seen since the big bang.
Feb 16, 2010
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Sharon Begley

Scientists re-create high temperatures from Big 
Bang

Hottest Temperature Ever Heads Science to 
Big Bang

Atom smasher shows vacuum of space 
in a twist

17:27 15 February 2010 by Rachel Courtland



Broader implications:
Dirac & Weyl semimetals





The discovery of Dirac semimetals 
– 3D chiral materials

Z.K.Liu et al., Science 343 p.864 (Feb 21, 2014)



CME in condensed matter: 
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BNL - Stony Brook - Princeton - Berkeley

arXiv:1412.6543 [cond-mat.str-el] 

Nature Phys.
12 (2016) 550
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arXiv:1412.6543 (December 2014); Nature Physics 12, 550 (2016)
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Put the crystal in parallel E, B fields – the anomaly
generates chiral charge:

and thus the chiral chemical potential:
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so that there is a chiral magnetic current:

resulting in the quadratic dependence of CME
conductivity on B:

adding the Ohmic one – negative magnetoresistance
Son, Spivak, 2013
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Qiang Li’s Distinguished CQM lecture at Simons Center, Feb 19, 2016 
on video:
http://scgp.stonybrook.edu/video_portal/video.php?id=2458

Nature Physics 12, 550 (2016)





Negative MR in TaAs2

Y.Luo et al, 1601.05524

Towards the room temperature CME



Chiral photonics

October 19, 2016 

Response of surface states 
grows linearly in B!

Rotation of light polarization on
axion domain walls in the Universe?



Plasmons (collective excitations) in 
Dirac semimetals have THz frequency range

DK, R. Pisarski, H.-U. Yee,
PRL(2015); arXiv:1412.6106

Chiral photonics

R. Chen et al, “Optical spectroscopy 
of 3D Dirac semimetal ZrTe5”
arXiv:1505.00307



visible THz



THz cancer diagnostics

SONY Corp and Tokyo University

Squamos cell carcinoma 
of the lung TumorTumor

visible

THz



Cutting-edge science:
fast and precise 

THz surgical guidance 

S.Nakajima et al., Advanced navigation in
neurosurgery



Summary

Chirality

Quantum
fields

Strings
holography

Fluid dynamics

Nuclear
physics

Particle
physics

Condensed
matter
physics

Real-world
applicationsCosmology Biology
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arxiv:1610.00263
October 2, 2016

Background
everywhere?
(dAu at RHIC!)

Magnetic field
in pA?

Is there a
better way 
to search for 
CME?



arxiv:1608.00982

Approved dedicated 2018 CME run at RHIC with 
Zr (Z=40), Ru (Z=44) isobars


